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*THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S ASSISTANT:Abby Waters is a bright, charming assistant working her way

up the corporate ladder in the most unforgiving city in the world. She came to the Kerrigan

Corporation to learn from the best. Her only problem? She desperately lusts after her unattainable

boss. A plain Jane girl-next-door from the midwest, she never turned a head in her life.Until she

turned his.Cole Kerrigan, New Yorkâ€™s richest, most eligible bachelor, is used to his picture being

splashed across the cityâ€™s tabloids with a model by his side. Accustomed to the advantages that

being good-looking and rich have to offer, Coleâ€™s never found himself wanting a woman that he

couldnâ€™tâ€”or shouldnâ€™tâ€”have.Until he met Abby.They dance around their attraction to one

another until one late night at the office turns business into pleasureâ€¦ *THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S

SEDUCTIONCole and Abby wrestle with their growing lust for one another after their night of

incredible passion. Even though Cole complicated matters by incorporating an unknowing Abby into

a plot to take down the man responsible for leaking the plans for his companyâ€™s top secret

project, heâ€™s determined not to let her find out. A trip to Chicago tests Coleâ€™s will to keep

things professional, and when his desire for Abby begins to interfere with his work, sheâ€™s all too

happy to be a distractionâ€¦*THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S SECRETAbby and Cole begin to realize that

their attraction to each other is more than just physical. During their Chicago trip, Cole takes an

afternoon for himself and goes off the grid. When Abby tracks him down to warn him of a business

deal thatâ€™s falling through, she discovers a secret that heâ€™s been hiding; a secret that may

bring them even closer togetherâ€¦*THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S BETRAYALAbby tells Cole about her

coworkerâ€™s plans to sell Kerrigan Corporation secrets to one of Coleâ€™s competitors. He offers

his thanks by showing her a night sheâ€™ll never forget. In the early morning light, when it seems

happiness is finally on the horizon for the two of them, Abby finds out the real reason why Cole

invited her to Chicago. What happens when the man who has everything loses the one thing he

truly cares about?*THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S HEARTAbby deals with the aftermath of Coleâ€™s

betrayal and tries to forget him, even though her heart is refusing to cooperate. Not one to let the

woman he loves slip away, Cole offers up a grand gesture to let Abby know how he really feels

about her. Despite everything theyâ€™ve been through, can they finally have their happily ever

after?*THE BILLIONAIREâ€™S WEDDINGCole and Abby leave the city behind for a quick visit to

the Kerrigan family's beach house in Connecticut, where their friends and family have gathered for a

very small, very private, very secret wedding!
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These books were sweet but not much substance to them. I liked the relationship between Cole and

Abby and she is a smart and strong and he was equally sweet and a perfect boyfriend. All of that

said, I kept waiting for something to happen. It felt like I was watching a day to day routine. Got to

work, have sex, get a gift, say you love each other , have sex again, and start over.They really had

little to overcome and I kept thinking something might become of a loose end- John, his parents,

anything. Then at the wedding I was begging for Becca and Tristan to take the spotlight. Once

again- nothing.I paid 99 cents for the whole set and if had been a cent more, I would have really

complained.If you just want to read about one sex scene to another without much variation or plot,

this is the book for you.The writers style was fine and I liked the alternating points of view but had I

bought this one book at a time, I probably would have quit around book 3

I have read a lot of romance novels and I love a good plot. This book series had everything I look for

and love to read and highly recommend it! In some romance novels all you read is sex but this one

had a great storyline and a great realistic balance of extra curricular activities.

This was a great book. I enjoyed every page and I was so grateful that I had the opportunity to read

the whole story and didn't have to wait for another part of the series. I was more than happy to pay a



nominal fee for that privilege. It seems that someone got the message that people are not crazy

about reading parts of the series and to have to wait for the next installment. I highly recommend

this book and I will be looking for more books by this author.

I would have given 5 stars but the reason i didnt is because the books are way to short and the

author jumps from a day to the next week from one paragraph to the next. At times i got confused.

Im glad i got them all at the same time cuz i wouldnt have wanted to keep waiting for just a short

read. But overall the story plot is good and interesting. I really enjoyed reading it. I also wish the

author would continue the book so we could see how thier lives turn out. Overall it was a good pick.

I enjoyed reading this book. The author introduced some humor to the otherwise very hot and sexy

story. The complete series is a plus. All too frequently I read a book that gets interesting and bam! I

have to purchase the next volume to follow the story through.

I honestly couldn't get into this book because of the POV. It was told from someone else's

perspective so I felt as if I couldn't connect right from the first page. I really wish I could've read it

because of all of the great reviews.. But, just couldn't.

Such a sweet story. The author really made you feel all of their emotions. I cried, I laughed, my

heart hurt and then my heart felt the warmth and happiness. This is a must read and a must read

again. I am about to read this again and even slower

It is easy to fall in love with this series. It's nice to see when the rich billionaires fall in love with the

simple women instead of the ones that you find in magazines that are superficial. This book gives us

simple women that we can achieve the man of our dreams even if it doesn't seem possible.Until

Next Time......Tabi
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